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Finding balance
Relieve your stress by controlling the small things
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The official publication of the National Association of State Farm Agents

BECOME THE OWNER
OF YOUR OWN
INDEPENDENT
INSURANCE AGENCY


Are you locked with a captive and all
of the mounting restrictions?



Are you exhausted trying to write the
business “they” want you to write?



Are you just tired of working for
someone else?

And many more…!!

FRANCHISE BENEFITS…


Access to competitive nationwide and regional insurance markets



Access to premier agency management system



Brand Identity



Inclusion in carrier contingency BONUS plan



Ability to sell your agency & receive FULL VALUE



Security of franchise laws to protect your investment in the agency

For more information or a
confidential meeting in your area:
JEFF WILSON
877-452-5476 (toll free)
jwilson@ggiausa.com

Equity One Franchisors, LLC
15455 Conway Rd., Ste. 315
Chesterfield, MO 63017

Visit us online to see our growing list of carriers: GGIAUSA.com

President’s Perspective

If only our bosses
knew what we do
By Nancy Zacherl, NASFA President

I recently watched an episode of “Undercover Boss” in which Andrew Simon,
the CEO of Fremont Street Experience in Las Vegas, went undercover to learn
more about his company’s day-to-day operations.
He started off as a maintenance man working alongside a woman who had
been with the company for years. She pushed a large bin and spent hours
scraping gum from the sidewalk all day. She pointed out that if she had a
scraping machine, the job could be done in minutes instead of hours, but
the company hadn’t made the investment yet. She also had to empty trash
into a large bin. However, the bin would leak, and she would have to mop
up the disgusting mess. She said she had requested new bins multiple
times, but her requests went unanswered. After seeing this firsthand, Simon
was appalled by how these simple changes and requests had been so long
overlooked — or rather, ignored — by the company’s leaders.
Simon also snooped on the situation at the popular SlotZilla Zip Line,
Fremont Street’s biggest moneymaker. The CEO wondered why there was so
much turnover there. After working the attraction, Simon soon experienced
how difficult it was to keep up with the steady stream of customers. Plus,
the work was physically challenging, as the workers had to gather up all of
the 25-pound safety vests and 25-pound pulleys and carry them back up
the steps to the start. This was particularly frustrating for workers because a
simple lift system could have saved them this backbreaking work.
Ultimately, Simon learned that there was high turnover in every group
within the business. This was very expensive for the company because of
the costs of training and retraining new employees week after week. The
main reasons behind this turnover, however, were that employees felt
underappreciated, devalued and slighted and that they worried that their
personal financial growth within the company was limited.
After working the operational roles within the company, Simon better
understood why staff members felt this way. At the end of the episode, he
said he was grateful that his employees had stayed with the company as
long as they had, given their working conditions. He validated their feelings
and concerns, rewarded them for jobs well done, and listed the deficiencies
within the company and vowed to fix them. He gave his staff hope and a
feeling of appreciation.
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After watching this show, I wish State Farm leaders would do an “Undercover
Boss” exercise. They should take a job in an agent’s office, sit through the
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hours of training required for each entry-level office worker
for each line of insurance, fumble through the confusing
computer systems, spend hours waiting on hold to follow
up on a claim or correct an error made by someone else, and
experience firsthand all of our day-to-day frustrations. After a
day in our shoes, maybe they would see why there is so much
turnover among office staff and why agents are frustrated and
burnt out. And maybe then our leaders would finally change
the company culture to better support agents and give us the
tools we need to do our jobs more effectively.
Until that happens, we agents have to do our best to find
workarounds that keep our businesses moving with minimal
stress for us and our office teams. Recently, a fellow agent
shared with me some insights about the claims department
that might help pacify some of your claims woes.
Like the rest of the country, the claims department is
understaffed and overwhelmed with the number of claims
coming in from across the country. This creates hours-long
hold times and less time for anyone to call you back. To
avoid the long queue, call during off-peak times. Claims
representatives are being required to work a minimum of 25
hours of overtime a month, so there is staff available in the
evenings. Senior claims handlers are working more overtime
than the others and are more available in the evenings
between 6:00 p.m. and 9:00 p.m. Mountain Time.
Consider working evenings once in a while to take care of
claims at non-peak times. Also, advise your policyholders
to wait until after 6:00 p.m. local time to call the claims
department themselves. In some cases, policyholders
experience little or no wait in the evenings.
If agent life is stressing you out, start by making your life a little
easier in the areas you can control.
Also, consider joining NASFA at our annual meeting, which
will take place May 12-13 in New Orleans. (See page 7 for
more information.) This will be a great opportunity to meet
with fellow NASFA members and board members, share our
concerns and frustrations in a safe space, and learn from the
insights of others. Stay strong, friends.

Nancy

Mission Statement: NASFA, a professional association of State Farm
independent contractor agents, endeavors to provide timely and
insightful information to our membership, foster a spirit of camaraderie
and professional fellowship, and work tirelessly to maintain the
independent contractor status and entrepreneurial opportunity of
our member agents.
www.NASFA.com
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Who controls when, where
and how you work?
By Robert E. O’Connor, NASFA Legal Counsel
When you signed on as a State Farm agent, you
probably figured that being an independent contractor
was somehow different from and better than being an
employee. Most, but not all of you, have experience as
an employee, even if it was just the part-time job you
had in high school. As an employee, you had to follow
someone else’s rules about the time, place and manner
in which you were doing your job. You probably thought
that as an independent contractor you would get to
make decisions about those things. In fact, right there
in the first part of the Agent’s Agreement, it says, “We
do not seek, and will not assert, control of your daily
activities, but expect you to exercise your own judgment
as to the time, place and manner of soliciting insurance,
servicing customers, and otherwise carrying out the
provisions of this Agreement.” (This text is specifically
from the AA05 contract, but all of the contracts read
similarly.)
Well, that’s just not true according to ABS. ABS serves as
an encyclopedia of things that you are supposed to do
and not do as an agent. They are not suggestions. They
are rules that you must follow in running your agency.
Failure to do so results in the dreaded audit. The end
result of that can be termination.
State Farm is vitally interested in the time, place and
manner that you offer State Farm products. They have
to be. Today they still need agents to be the primary
source of their sales. Always keep in mind that State
Farm is a sales organization. It makes money, and you
make money by selling the products that State Farm has
to offer. The more you sell, the more it makes. It is really
that simple. So, they want you
selling as often as possible to as
many people as possible.
Now, we can take a quick detour
here and briefly discuss the whole
misconception about selling State
Spring 2022

Farm insurance. Throughout the years, I have read
that State Farm thinks that you do not sell State Farm
products. Their convoluted idea runs something like
this: Insurance is a regulated industry, and State Farm
is the one with the right to issue policies. Because they
have the right to issue policies, they can determine
who they want to insure. Because they get to make that
ultimate determination, all you do as an agent is present
the applicant to State Farm for consideration. Further —
and perhaps the most strange point — they maintain,
with a straight face, that since you do not own what you
are selling, you cannot sell it; you can only solicit the
customer for consideration by the company.
Now, that whole "because you don’t own it you can’t
sell it" business flies in the face of everyone’s common
life experience of purchasing goods and services.
Pretty much anywhere you go, you are helped in some
capacity by a salesperson. That person does not own
the shoes, the car or the cell phone you are buying; they
are the salesperson. There is nothing about the law of
principal and agent that makes that any different for
you. But State Farm has always been adamant that you
do not “sell” State Farm insurance. At this stage of the
relationship, I find that whole position quaint rather
than some sort of legal point.

The business of butts in seats
Every day, I hear from agents who are being told first
by their sales leader and then by someone else in the
administration that the way they are going about
soliciting customers for State Farm is wrong. Sometimes
the sticking point relates to the
time, place and manner in which it
is being done. The most common
violation usually relates to office
hours. Sales leaders and others
insist that you keep regular, long
weekday hours. In many locations,
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there are discussions about keeping
offices open during evenings and
on Saturdays. If an agent doesn’t
take the hint from the sales leaders
to adjust their office hours, they get
veiled threats and even punishments.

State Farm can monitor
every keystroke and
every conversation
in your office from a
distance, so the need
for everyone to be
in the office isn’t as
logical to agents.

Other issues relate to actual time in
the office by the agent. This issue got
a little blurry during the COVID-19
lockdowns. During that time, State
Farm was willing to let you and your
staff work from home while there was some sort of
government mandate. But now, there is no mandate,
and State Farm really, really wants you in your office,
whether someone is going to come in to visit you or
not. State Farm says that your Agent’s Agreement is a
personal service contract, and it therefore wants your
personal services all the time. Leaders say you cannot
deliver personal service from your home or your second
home in another state, even if you have staff in your
office and you are available via computer and cell
phone. In fact, the more time you spend away from the
office and the more State Farm knows about it, the more
nervous your superiors are.

A corollary issue is remote staff. Logistically of course,
you may not see a problem. Staff members too have cell
phones and computers. Like you and many others inside
and outside the insurance industry, they can do their
jobs from anywhere. However, State Farm just doesn’t
see it that way. Staff members ought to be in cubicles
where their activities can be monitored in person by an
agent. However, State Farm can monitor every keystroke

and every conversation in your office
from a distance, so the need for
everyone to be in the office isn’t as
logical to agents.

State Farm would be immeasurably
happier if you would just stay in
your office, buy its lists and solicit
customers from dawn to dusk —
actually, past dusk would be better
so you could catch those potential
customers at home and willing
to talk. While you’re doing all of that, they want you
to closely monitor your staff members to make sure
they too are following all of State Farm’s policies and
procedures as either embodied in the ABS or that
someone has told you about. It is interesting that a
business that relies upon a written insurance contract
to set forth the duties and responsibilities of both
the company and the customer is so hesitant to put
something in writing to its agents. But, if you break one
of the unwritten rules, your superiors will be quick to tell
you they are unhappy. And they don’t offer solutions,
either. Instead, they strongly suggest or urge that you
provide them with an action plan about how you will
address the failing they have identified. And you have to
put it in writing so that they can hold you to it.
The principal-agent relationship is only defined in broad
terms in the Agent’s Agreement. The day-to-day control
is found in what they say and then what they have
committed to the ABS. To protect yourself, you need to
be more familiar with what ABS has to say. When that is
a problem, give me a call.

402-330-5906
office@nasfa.com

NASFA would like to thank
Robert E. O’Connor for 25
years of dedicated service.
We appreciate all that you do.
Image by Tima Miroshnichenko via Pexels
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Please join NASFA in
New Orleans for our
2022 Annual Conference.

May 12-13, 2022
Hyatt Centric French Quarter
800 Iberville St.
New Orleans, LA 70112

Don’t miss:
• State Farm Agent Sunny Snoeyenbos’ story
of career pitfalls and success.
• Stevie Ray’s interactive, hands-on session
about decision-making and influencing.
• Legal talk with NASFA Legal Counsel Bob
O’Connor.

To reserve your hotel room, visit https://www.hyatt.com/en-US/group-booking/MSYRF/G-ASFA.
Reservation number: 504-856-0800
Group code: ASFA
Note: The NASFA room block will only be available until
April 10 or whenever the block fills, whichever is sooner.
Book your room as soon as possible.

See you inNew Orleans!

Service is still the key
By Steve White, NASFA Vice President of Marketing
I’ve recently been reading through the questions posted
on social media groups for agents. It seems there are
several areas of our daily work causing considerable
frustrations for many — if not most — agents, which is
disappointing. A few of the items mentioned regularly
are:
• Claims handling.
• Hold times.
• Towing service.

the top executives. If they hear the same message over
and over, it might make a stronger impression.

Service-minded solutions

Until we see the promised improvements, maybe we
can view these issues through a lens of service to our
customers. As long as the challenges exist, there will
Recently a couple of agents inquired if the select few
be a need for agents and team members to stand in
agents who meet with the top executives have fully
the gap. That’s right: stand in the gap. Agents who are
explained the difficulties we are facing
focused on serving policyholders
out here in the field. The responses to
through difficult moments are very
But
remember,
as
these posts range from, “TC doesn’t
much needed during this time. Yes,
care,” to “Yes, they understand and
our teams spend too much time on
we stand in this
are working on it.” While I do not have
hold; chatting with a bot; following up
gap, we get another
contact with the executives who can
opportunity to show on changes; and, in their spare time,
impact these issues, I do believe they
trying to sell to new customers. But
our value to our
understand the difficulties. However,
remember, as we stand in this gap, we
customers.
I will not pretend to understand why
get another opportunity to show our
these issues are not being addressed
value to our customers.
in a more timely manner.
I encourage each of you to acknowledge the specific
I recall at our last State Farm convention the executives
irritations you face regularly and then write out a plan
acknowledging many of the issues we are still facing
for handling each one.
today. Back then, they said to us from the stage, “We
hear you.”
Take virtual claims handling, for example. Many
customers are not able to participate in — or are
I realize my tone is a bit negative, but sometimes the
unwilling to participate in — our new auto claims
truth is negative. The truth is that agents have shared
process. In these cases, we have the policyholder bring
their concerns repeatedly — in most cases for years
their damaged car to our office so we can take photos of
— and yet here we are again grappling with the same
all the corners of the car, the damaged area, the vehicle
challenges.
identification number (better known as VIN) and the
odometer and upload the claim. We make time for this
Recently on the cover of Reflector, we saw our leaders
because it helps our customer get things moving faster
telling us our futures are very bright. This may be the
and, in the process, I am part of the solution.
case, but, at times, it feels like we are in a constant battle
of explaining, defending and mostly apologizing for
Hold times are just as much a problem for my office
how policyholders are being treated by the company.
as they are for everyone else. We too call in and get
In June, if you get the opportunity, please share our
placed in an eternal hold queue. While waiting on hold
collective concerns directly — and respectfully — with
on the phone, we’ll log in to the chat center as well.
8
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There we might be number 100,
end up apologizing for their stressful
200 or even 300 in line, but we’ve
We may not be able to encounter and try to repair the
found that the chat queue moves
damage.
totally fix everything,
along faster than expected. Then we
but we can lead with
work through whichever platform
Be the hero, not the
a service-minded
answers us first. Sometimes our chat
apologizer
approach that makes
conversations end with a directive
a painful situation a
You know your office’s pain points
to call the Personal Lines Contact
best, so I advise you to figure out
Center (or PLCC) and speak to a
little better for our
service-oriented solutions to each.
person. Then, we work through both
policyholders.
We may not be able to totally fix
platforms until we get the answers
everything, but we can lead with a
we need. I expect chat will be the
service-minded approach that makes a painful situation
communication platform of choice in the future, so my
a little better for our policyholders. Similarly, train your
team and I are working to get used to it.
office staff how to address these common shortfalls and
be the hero instead of the apologizer.
Next, it is apparent that our toll-free towing service
line has been a disaster. We instruct our policyholders
One day in the future, the toll-free hotlines and chat
to never call that number but to instead call a local
bots will be much better, and our opportunities and
towing service directly. We explain if they order the
capacities to take care of our policyholders will be
service, pay for it and send us the paid invoice, we will
diminished. Take the opportunities provided by your
handle it with our draft authority to reimburse the
everyday challenges to savor being of service to your
customer. Some customers end up calling the service
policyholders while you still have the chance.
shown on their insurance cards anyway, and then we

Image by Esteban Lopez via Unsplash
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Building stronger
connections in a new age
By Paul Gillern, NASFA Vice President of Surveys and Reports
The State Farm convention is only a few months away.
I have registered and am looking forward to seeing
old friends, meeting new ones and learning about
corporate’s view for the next 100 years. Personally, I am
hoping to hear a commitment by State Farm to make
agents the primary delivery system. Beyond that, it
would be good to receive reassurance that what has
separated us from our competition will continue to be.
State Farm has not been known for having the cheapest
premiums. However, we were widely accepted as the
best when it came to service and claim handling. Our
policy language was better than the competition.
And we did not have to apologize for not being like
the other guys. Auto body shops and contractors
have always spoken highly of us. Often, I would hear
from policyholders that they didn’t purchase the
least expensive house or car, and they didn’t want the
cheapest coverage either. Insurance agents from other
companies would tell me they were jealous of State
Farm agents’ reputations. These things have always
given me a sense of pride when saying, “I am a State
Farm agent.”
Back when I started my State Farm career in the
mid-1980s, I didn’t know much about insurance and
never sold anything. However, with the support of
our partners in the regional office and local claims
representatives, my confidence quickly
grew.

Sales, front-run production and lapse/can numbers will
always be important gauges of our success. But unless
we continue to keep our promise to provide remarkable,
timely service, especially when there is a loss, we will be
fighting an uphill battle.

Technology as a communication bridge
While the need to foster supportive relationships and
deliver excellent customer service has not changed, the
way we do these things has changed. In recent years,
agents have been inundated with all kinds of new
technology. I have found that if you leverage it correctly,
it can help us to maintain personal connections.
Millennial customers in particular are technology savvy
and expect us agents to use technology to connect with
them. Younger policyholders seem to respond better
to a text message than an email or voicemail. In some
cases, this is practical. If they are renting a car and need
their car insurance information, we can text it right to
them for them to reference later. Plus, they don’t have to
call us, have a pen and paper handy to write down the
information, and then keep track of that piece of paper.
Texting is just easier for them, and I certainly want to
make my policyholders’ lives easier.

I also have used the tasks function in ECRM to remind
me to send out birthday or anniversary greetings via
texts. Either myself or a staff member
sends out these customized texts
Building a positive
manually after receiving an automated
connection
with
reminder. It certainly is more affordable
This business has always been based
the
public
and
our
than sending a card via mail, and a
on relationships. Building a positive
text is less likely to get lost in an inbox
connection with the public and our
corporate partners
corporate partners has developed
has developed trust. or end up in spam like an email. Plus,
the greeting still usually is a pleasant
trust. Fortunately, our leadership has
surprise for the recipient — and it can
always held this as a non-negotiable
be a friendly reminder to renew or update their policies
element in our continued partnership. To remain the
with me.
industry leader, this must never change.

10
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Regardless of communication method, though, the
most important aspect is to use the method to reassure
our policyholders that there is a helpful and invested
person on the other end of the conversation. A trusted,
competent communicator ensures accuracy, reliability
and confidence in our brand.

Corporate connections
Although in some ways it has never been easier to
connect with policyholders, in recent decades it has
been harder to connect with corporate and sometimes
other agents. I remember making trips to the regional
office years ago, attending conventions, joining other
in-person meetings, and even attending celebratory
events that included spouses and family members.
We had opportunities to connect with fellow agents,
underwriters, service representatives and claims
partners, and this built our relationships with our
corporate team. Those opportunities happen much less
frequently now.

Image by Sigmund via Unsplash

Yes, technology changes can be confusing and
frustrating. You might still wistfully think back to the
days when agents didn’t have to worry about the
Do Not Call list and when people were much more
comfortable with being approached at their doors.
However, we now have email, text messaging, instant
messaging and other technology platforms to connect
with current and potential policyholders. It is important
to be early adopters so that we can continue to connect
with new generations of policyholders on their terms.

I look forward to getting back to that at the upcoming
convention in Las Vegas. I also look forward to the
exciting possibilities ahead of us. Everything may feel
different now, but I still hope to continue working with
and serving our company and policyholders. If we
as a company remain focused on building long-term
relationships with the public, our policyholders and our
corporate team, the next 100 years will be as successful
as the last.

Do you like to write? Have a tip to share?

The Mirror is looking for contributors!
Email jstorelli@nasfa.com
for more information.
Spring 2022
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The value of perspectives
By Bo Shantz, NASFA Vice President of Legal Issues
It’s important to get multiple perspectives in life. When
I get the news, I get it from multiple sources to give
myself a fuller picture of the situation. The worldview
from multiple perspectives is something I have gained
from my NASFA membership too. I’ve been a member
for more than 25 years now, and this benefit is one of
the key reasons I keep renewing my membership and
continuing my tenure on the board of directors.
As agents, we can get a deluge of
information from State Farm. At other
times, it’s more of a trickle. But that
information is always from State
Farm’s perspective. NASFA brings the
agents’ perspective and represents
the views of multiple agents from
around the nation, not just from one
region.

NASFA also hosts webinars to share information and
ideas with members. These feature question-andanswer sessions at the end for agents to ask questions,
share their own ideas and perspectives, and even just
vent about their challenges. At NASFA,
we want to bring agents together to
NASFA brings the
share their pains and to realize that
they are not alone in their troubles.
agents’ perspective

and represents the
views of multiple
agents from around
the nation, not just
from one region.

As an agent in Missouri, I’m in a pretty
conservative environment. Missouri
is also a relatively conservative state when it comes
to business practices, and I’m surrounded by a lot of
common-sense people. Plus, I remember years ago we
had a vice president, Rich Montgomery, who supported
the way State Farm agents did business and fought
for us to keep doing things that were good for agents,
customers and the company. However, after connecting
with agents in other regions through NASFA, I have
learned how lucky I am as I hear about the challenges
other agents have faced.
I’ve also learned from the challenging claims these other
agents have worked through. It’s good to learn from
your mistakes, but it is better to learn from someone
else’s mistakes.

Gaining value from your membership
benefits
Of course, there are many other benefits to NASFA
membership. In fact, you’re reading one of them right
now: The Mirror magazine. This quarterly magazine
12
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brings you news and insights from our board of
directors as well as some contributing members.

NASFA’s legal counsel, Bob O’Connor,
has been hosting virtual Coffee
Klatches to bring agents together
over coffee and conversation about
agent concerns. Our pre-pandemic
Town Hall meetings used to serve
this purpose too, and we’re looking
forward to bringing agents together again when we
can. Members also have access to Bob’s legal counsel
whenever they need it. He has been serving NASFA for
25 years and specializes in agents’ legal challenges. The
Legal section of the NASFA website highlights the court
decisions and pending cases that legally affect agents.
There also is a “Tips from Bob” section on the NASFA
website that features some of his archived articles
with advice for agents. (See page 5 for the latest “Tips
from Bob” article. You also can read past issues of The
Mirror with more “Tips from Bob” articles on the NASFA
website.)
In fact, one of the key features that drew me to NASFA
was the keen legal perspective. When the AA97 contract
came out, NASFA’s legal counsel reviewed the contract
and highlighted how it would and would not benefit
agents. I read up on NASFA’s insights as well as the
information we agents were receiving from State Farm
and set out to make a decision for myself.

www.NASFA.com
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Ultimately, I agreed with NASFA that the AA97 contract
wasn’t the best deal for agents, but I eventually caved
and took the contract because I was concerned that
State Farm would eventually make us all take it or leave
agency. But I was impressed with the legal analysis and
that NASFA truly was — and still is — looking out for
agents.
Other sections of the NASFA website are dedicated to
retired agent issues. When the time comes for me, I
know these resources will offer me another perspective
about how to approach retirement.

Image by joslex via Pixabay

When you need more

More value on the horizon

NASFA works hard to offer agents lots of benefits, but
it’s hard to be all things to everyone, especially without
your perspective. We need all agents’ perspectives about
how we can be of better help. There may be times in
your career where you feel NASFA is not the right fit for
you. Maybe you’re not experiencing any legal problems,
which is great. Or maybe you don’t have time to tune
in to the webinars, which is understandable. Over the
years, I’ve seen members leave NASFA when times are
good for them and then come back when challenges
arise. We’re always sad to see members go, but we’re
also always happy to welcome them back and connect
them with the legal resources or agent insights they
need to succeed.

In the next few weeks, NASFA members will have
opportunities to gain multiple perspectives again.
NASFA will be hosting its annual meeting May 12 and
13 in New Orleans. We’re looking forward to bringing
agents together in person in a safe space to voice their
concerns and learn from each other’s challenges and
triumphs. If you haven’t signed up for the NASFA Annual
Meeting or booked your room yet, I suggest you do so
soon.

Then in June there will be the State Farm convention
and 100th anniversary celebration in Las Vegas. I’m
sure there is some type of big news brewing that will
be announced at this event, but your guess is as good
as mine about what that news will be. I hope that,
Before you let your membership lapse, I think you
after attending the NASFA Annual Meeting, you’ll
should ask yourself how NASFA membership could be
be able to walk into the State Farm convention with
more beneficial to you. Are there existing benefits that
confidence, knowing that, whatever the news, you have
you are not taking advantage of? Or are there more
a community of other agents who will be experiencing
benefits you need? If it’s the former, remember that you
and working through that news with you. Of course,
will only get out of this organization what
NASFA resources will guide and support
you put into it, which is true with most
you through whatever comes next.
The truth lies
endeavors. If you aren’t making time to
somewhere
watch the webinars or use your benefits,
There’s an old saying that there are two
then you are not getting the full value out
along the edge, sides to every coin, meaning that there are
of your membership. But if you find that it’s
where the two two sides to every story. As I’ve learned,
the latter and you need something more, I
this isn’t quite true. There actually are three
sides meet.
urge you to bring those needs to the board
sides to a coin: the head, the tail, and the
of directors. We’re open to ideas and want
edge. I’ve also learned that the truth lies
to continue being an organization of agents serving
somewhere along the edge, where the two sides meet.
agents.
I hope you can discern your agency truth at the edge
where State Farm and NASFA information meet.
Spring 2022
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Be a good agent to
yourself too
By Bill Herridge, Vice President of Retired Member Issues
2021 was a rough year for me. I spent
most of it in the hospital mending
a fractured pelvis and a broken hip.
Although I was not able to attend
board meetings while in the hospital,
I did respond to calls from active
agents wanting to retire and retired
agents who were confused about
why they were not getting any help
from State Farm with their questions
about what to expect moving
forward.

In my 41 years as
an agent, I was so
involved with making
sure my clients were
properly insured that
I neglected to do the
same thing for myself.

In my 41 years as an agent, I was so
involved with making sure my clients were properly
insured that I neglected to do the same thing for myself.

Since my last article, I’ve learned a few hard lessons that
I’d like to share. Back in September of 2020, my pickup
truck was stolen while I was in San Antonio. I had been
there playing my bagpipes at a funeral service for a
homeless veteran who was being interred in the San
Antonio National Cemetery. I drove to a parking lot
about a block from the Alamo and changed out of my
kilt and into shorts. Then I walked over to take a picture
of the Alamo. When I came back to the parking lot less
than 20 minutes later, my pickup truck and everything
in it was gone. I filed a claim on my homeowner’s policy
for the kilt and bagpipes and an auto theft claim on my
auto policy. Both claims were handled fairly quickly, and
I got on with my life.
Then, in 2021, my health problems started. I went into
the hospital for hip replacement surgery, and then a
staph infection invaded my knee. I almost died from
the infection. While I lay in the hospital, my house was
broken into twice, probably by the same person. My
daughter, who had been looking in on the house, first
discovered that most of my late wife’s jewelry had been
stolen along with my collection of antique firearms. I
filed a claim by computer, and while the claim was being
processed, the thief struck again, this time taking a small
fireproof safe and a rather large collection of gold and
silver coins I had accumulated over the course of 60
14
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years. Also taken was a large group
of photo equipment. I had a floater
policy on the jewelry and photo
equipment but not on the guns and
coins. So I filed another claim on my
homeowner’s policy, but because
of policy limitations, I only received
a small fraction of the value of the
guns and coins.

Retired agents Q&A with Bill Herridge
Question: My accountant told me that my termination pay and
extended termination pay are considered by the IRS to be selfemployed income and therefore are subject to the Self-Employed
Contributions Act (SECA) tax. Is this true?
Answer: This is one of the major battles NASFA has fought
on behalf of agents, and we were successful. (See page 21 for
more about the Milligan case and other legal efforts related to
this matter.) The termination pay and extended termination
pay should be treated as regular income for retired agents.
The deferred compensation payments, however, are subject
to the SECA tax because those funds are derived from selfemployment.
Question: After 24 years in agency, I took the AA97 contract.
Now that I’m nearing retirement, I’m keenly aware that I gave up
my retirement income. What should I do now?
Answer: Actually, not all of your retirement income is gone.
State Farm has failed to tell agents that they still will receive
termination pay based on their work before switching contracts.
You still have that payday coming upon retirement — just make
sure you get it.
State Farm is not very interested in what happens to you after
you retire. It is increasingly difficult for a retiree to find a
real person who is willing and able to answer the retirement
questions that arise. However, there are NASFA board members
like myself who have been down that road and have some
insights that might help you too. If you are having trouble
finding the answers you need, give me a call at the number on
page 4 or send me an email at gatesvillebill@embarqmail.com.
We are here to help.

www.NASFA.com
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Had I done so, I would not have had to file the claim
on my homeowner’s policy. Instead, I got the dreaded
two claim strikes against me, which made me ineligible
for a homeowner’s policy. Imagine my surprise when I
bought a new house out here in West Texas and found
out that State Farm would not insure my new house
because of those two relatively small claims.
My agent’s office manager called underwriting and tried
to appeal the decision based on my 41 years of service
to the company. She was told that it didn’t matter, that
rules are rules and that my two claims made me an
undesirable risk.
Of course, we all want to make sure that our clients are
properly insured. But I suspect that there are a lot of
active agents out there who have overlooked the needs
of their most important client: themselves. Take my
lessons to heart and make the time to run an insurance
checkup on yourself.

Image by Vlad Deep via Unsplash

UNLOCK THE BEST IN YOUR BUSINESS.
UP TO 100% FINANCING ON COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE.
Work with a lender who has proven experience with State Farm Agents. We’ll help position your
agency for expansion and accelerated growth.

RECENT TRANSACTIONS
$606,000
100% Financing
Building Purchase
Pennsylvania

$760,000
100% Financing
Building Purchase
& Renovation
Arizona

$410,000
100% Financing
Refinance of Commercial
Real Estate Debt
Texas

$847,500
100% Financing
Building Purchase
Colorado

LET’S CONNECT
Heather Rinkol | Account Manager
hrinkol@pacwest.com | 402.993.9980
Pacific Western Bank is an equal opportunity lender. This is not a commitment to lend.
All offers of credit are subject to credit approval.
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Why stats don’t matter —
and never did
By Stevie Ray, Contributor
I have been a State Farm customer since the late 1900s.
I have had the same agent since the beginning, and
the thought of jumping to someone else feels like
betraying an old friend. Similarly, I have had the same
financial planner for years. Switching to a different
planner would feel like the same betrayal. The same
goes for the pharmacist at the corner drugstore and
the lady who cuts my hair. The funny thing is, I don’t
know if these people are any better at their jobs than
their competitors. I also don’t know if their fees, rates of
return or services are any better than the competition.
Like most clients, if I find someone I like, I don’t
comparison shop.

The most efficient function of the brain is pattern
recognition. Every day, all day, the brain seeks out
patterns. Those patterns become habits. Habits help us
be productive and reduce stress. A patterned life is a
happy life (unless patterns take over and we engage in
destructive habits).

Love and logic

So, what does all this have to do with why I am so loyal
to the service providers in my life? It’s simple: They avoid
overwhelming me with data and statistics. Instead, they
excite the pattern-loving parts of my brain.
The trouble with most professionals is that they love
their jobs. They immerse themselves in the minutiae
But why would an otherwise intelligent person
of their professions. They are passionate about every
choose to forego the chance to make more money on
detail that affects outcomes. The problem is that few
investments, save more money on fees or get a better
people outside their profession care about the details;
product just to stick with someone familiar? It’s because
they just want a good relationship.
of an odd quirk about the human
You see, patterns don’t apply
brain that has a profound effect
only to behavior; they apply to all
on decision-making. This feature
So, while you might
of the brain is important to a
think all those wonderful brain activity. And the opposite
of logic is emotion. In short, the
State Farm agent wanting to hold
statistics
are
what
make
brain would much rather feel than
the luxurious position of having
your
agency
the
perfect
think. So, while you might think all
clients so loyal they feel like they
choice
for
a
client,
your
those wonderful statistics are what
are cheating on a spouse if they
client’s
brain
is
waiting
make your agency the perfect
switch agencies. The quirk I am
choice for a client, your client’s
talking about refers to which
to be tickled on an
brain is waiting to be tickled on an
functions the brain likes to do
emotional level.
emotional level.
and which functions it hates to
do. The brain leans toward what
This is why the world of advertising practices the
is easy to do and avoids what is difficult. The most
philosophy “People buy with emotion and justify with
inefficient function of the human brain happens to be
fact.” If someone is emotionally connected to a product
information processing. Data processing falls to the
or provider, they buy. The decision-making process
prefrontal cortex, the last area of the brain to develop in
is entirely driven by emotion. However, we all must
human evolution. The prefrontal cortex consumes a lot
explain our decisions to someone else, whether it is a
of energy and doesn’t work very well, so it shuts down
family member who is affected by your decision or a
quickly when overwhelmed. Too much information
friend who asks, “Why did you buy that big four-wheelliterally makes us stop thinking.
drive pickup truck when you don’t work on a farm?”
16
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We certainly cannot explain our actions by citing the
emotion that drove us, saying, “I want to show off my
strength and hard-working spirit!” No, this is where
stats like power-train warranty, gas mileage and proven
track record enter the conversation. Emotion drove the
decision; information justified it.

An unexpected outcome of our relationship was that
one day when I was in the store, Gary noticed that I had
a dry cough. He asked how long I had the cough, and
he suggested a product in aisle 3 that might help. If any
other pharmacist had made that suggestion, I would
have been suspicious that I was being sold something.
Because Gary made 20% of our conversations about
the medication I was picking up and 80% about me as
a person, I trusted his advice. Gary got higher sales and
loyal customers, and he enjoyed his work more.
My older brother, Richard, is a mechanical engineer.
Everyone in my family knows never to ask him about

Image by ElisaRiva via Pixabay

I don’t know if my financial advisor, pharmacist
or State Farm agent knows about the emotion
versus information rule, but they sure practice it.
Every quarterly check-in with my financial advisor
is 80% chitchat and 20% business. Heck, when my
company was holding a fundraising event, he even
volunteered to sit at the registration table. How could I
ever leave a person like that?
My corner drugstore is not as convenient as the three
other major chains in my area. The big chains are closer
to my house, are open 24 hours a day and have drivethru windows. My drugstore has none of these. What
my store does have is Gary, the pharmacist. Whenever I
am filling a prescription, Gary asks, “How are your bees
doing?” How does my pharmacist know that one of my
hobbies is beekeeping? One summer day, while he filled
my prescription, he asked, “So, what you are up to for
the rest of the day?” When I mentioned I was visiting my
beehives, he did something most service professionals
neglect: he remembered.

Spring 2022

his work. Why? He will tell you about it in
more detail than any non-engineer could possibly
understand! When it comes to engineering, Richard is
better off talking about it to fellow engineers. Don’t be
like Richard. Only give your clients the facts they need
to justify their decisions to others. Take the rest of the
time to learn things about them that connect to their
pattern-loving, emotional brains.

Stevie Ray is an internationally recognized expert on the
art of influence. His program, The Roadmap to Influence,
has been used by more than 1,000 corporate clients to
improve outcomes for staff and clients. He is the author
of 11 books and is a national columnist for the Business
Journal Newspapers. He can be reached at
www.stevierayspeaks.org.
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MAXIMIZE THE VALUE O
AS YOU PLAN YOUR RETIREMENT,
YOU DESERVE TO TRANSITION
YOUR NFIP FLOOD BOOK TO
AN AGENCY THAT WILL MAKE
IT EASY FOR YOU.

We offer State Farm Agents
Up to 4X the commissions
on your book
A simple transition process
Experience successfully
working with hundreds of
State Farm agents
A Safe Harbor commitment
of non-solicitation of
your clients

www.ChoiceIns.com/safe-harbor-commitment

OF YOUR FLOOD BOOK
with a Safe Harbor agency

How to Get Maximum Value
for Your NFIP Flood Book
1. Contact Tom Freridge, Vice President
of Strategic Relations to discuss
your book

2. Have confidence that we value our
reputation with State Farm agents

3. Get up to 4x commission on your
NFIP Flood Book

CALL 757-416-5107 OR EMAIL
TOM.FRERIDGE@CHOICEINS.COM

Scan to watch a short video from Tom Freridge

Reflecting on nearly 50 years
of NASFA history
By Charmaine Barnes, NASFA Immediate Past President
2022 is a year of celebration for State Farm. This year
marks 100 years since State Farm was founded. A whole
century of effort is a great accomplishment that will
no doubt be celebrated in grand style at this year’s
convention in Las Vegas. Not long after this celebration,
we’ll be celebrating NASFA’s 50th anniversary in 2023.
We’ll be celebrating half a century of agents helping
agents.
Most agents know State Farm’s history, but few know
NASFA’s history. In anticipation of our milestone, let’s dig
through our archives and learn where we came from.
Back in 1968, a group of agents in New Jersey became
concerned when State Farm decided to change the
way agency compensation was calculated. They met to
discuss how they would confront the issue regarding
a change that would affect their commissions. This
group took those concerns up the chain of command
to be heard, and a correction was made. Realizing that
a forum for agents to work together is a valuable asset,
the group continued to meet and discuss problems
related to State Farm. Together, they could voice their
concerns to State Farm louder than any single agent
could.

Image by Chris Lawton via Unsplash
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Word spread about what was accomplished by this
group, and soon similar groups started to form, giving
birth to state-run charters of agents. These charters
gathered for monthly meetings, and soon charters
strengthened across the country. Finally in 1973,
these charters came together and suggested forming
a national association to represent agents across the
country. That year, the National Association of State
Farm Agents (NASFA) was legally formed.
The newly formed board was made up of agents elected
to represent all NASFA members. Gabe Nazziola of
New Jersey was one of the original board members of
NASFA as well as a past president. The now-retired agent
recalls that the early years of NASFA were not an easy
start. The original hopes of working with State Farm to
address agents’ concerns did not go as planned, he says.
State Farm was not happy with NASFA and viewed the
association as anti-company, which stifled any possible
negotiations.
Despite this pushback from State Farm, Nazziola says he
was not afraid to be a part of NASFA. He firmly believes
that agents should seek different points of view when
making business decisions. NASFA offered just that.
It also took some time to smooth out the association’s
purpose and to form its bylaws. Once these were finally
defined, NASFA was able to get down to its purpose of
being a group of agents helping agents. Then, the board
founded The Mirror to spread information to agents
across the country. The Mirror’s goal was to give insights
from agents’ point of view and practical insights based
on actual experience. The name itself is a counter to
Reflector, State Farm’s publication for agents. We hold a
mirror up to State Farm policies and agency life so that
NASFA members can see their situations clearly. At the
time of its founding, The Mirror was the only resource
for NASFA to send information to its members and was
therefore of critical importance to the association.

www.NASFA.com
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Fighting for justice for agents
NASFA also wanted to do everything in its power to
legally protect agents. A legal fund was set up to protect
members and assist them with the cost of defending
themselves in legal cases involving interpretation of
the Agent’s Agreement. One such case supported
by NASFA is Robert B. Milligan v. Commissioner of
Internal Revenue, which we refer to as the Milligan
Case. A State Farm agent was being forced to pay SelfEmployment Contributions Act tax on his termination
pay and extended termination pay. The U.S. Tax Court
upheld that Milligan was responsible for paying the
tax, so he appealed. In circuit court, the judge held that
termination payments did not derive from Milligan’s
insurances sales business and therefore were not
subject to self-employment tax. NASFA contributed
to other causes to fight the incorrect taxation of
independent agents’ retirement income, including
hiring lobbyists to advocate for legislative change. In
1997, the law was changed, saving
every AA3/4 agent and several other
NASFA’s legal
exclusive independent contractors
guidance helped
from other companies the 15.3%
self-employment tax on their postmany agents better
retirement income.
understand their

a team of contract attorneys to review
the new contract. The attorneys found
that though bonus programs made
the new contract seem like a better
opportunity for agents, this trade-off
contract options and was not worth what agents would give
In 1996, NASFA leveraged the strength
make the choice that up in termination pay at retirement.
of its collective voice against State
As a result of NASFA’s efforts, the State
was best for them.
Farm. The entire NASFA board went
Farm board made the AA97 contract
to the State Farm convention to
optional. NASFA’s legal guidance
recoup for every State Farm agent
helped agents better understand their contract options
the equivalent of half a month’s worth of auto service
and make the choices that were best for them. As a
compensation, which had been secretly withheld
result, many agents kept their AA3/4 contracts and are
by State Farm when it made the change from a
happily retiring with their deserved termination pay.
60-day delay to a 15-day delay in the auto service
compensations estimate and reversal process. This
Another example of NASFA at work occurred in the
action resulted in the recoupment of $96.4 million for
early 2000s when the company came up with the
agents who were active at the time of the change, which
original Select Agent Program. Contrary to the terms
would be paid out at their retirement. This means that
of every Agent's Agreement, State Farm was taking
if you were an agent at the time of this changeover,
customers and their policies from agents and giving
you have this payday coming to you at your retirement
them to competing agents who had fulfilled certain
thanks to NASFA.
requirements. When NASFA point out to State Farm
that these actions were violating the agreements, State
NASFA advocated for agents again when the AA97
Farm did not do anything to correct the problem. NASFA
contract came out. Agents were made to believe they
then sued to enforce the provision of the agreements,
had no choice but to accept the contract. NASFA hired
which protects agents’ books of business. In response
Spring 2022
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to the suit, State Farm sought
NASFA’s membership records. A
federal court in Washington, D.C.,
found that NASFA’s membership
rolls were protected by the freedom
of association provision of the U.S.
Constitution. As a result, NASFA’s
membership rolls were then and still
are now protected from discovery by
anyone.

We hope that one
day our membership
numbers will grow to
include every State Farm
agent — or that at least
every State Farm agent
will know that NASFA is
an association of agents
helping agents

These are just some of the highlights
of NASFA’s victories for agents. You
can learn about more of them in the Legal section of
NASFA’s website, www.nasfa.com. Nearly 50 years since
our founding, we continue to fight to protect agents.

Here when you need us
Many AA05 agents are not familiar with NASFA and
the importance of our existence. Many of those agents
who have heard of us were warned about us by their
sales leaders, who claim that we are just a bunch of
disgruntled old agents who no longer want to work
and are out to tarnish State Farm’s reputation. Plenty of
agents have learned the hard way that this is simply not
true. When State Farm brought an onslaught of audits
onto agency, many agents had no choice but to turn to
NASFA for help — and we were here and ready to help.
These agents soon learned that NASFA membership
gives them access to legal advice any time they need
it. As they attended our town hall meetings, they met
our general members and board members in person
and learned we are not the villains we are made out to
be. They learn that we are not anti-company but that
instead we are pro-agent. We are nothing more than
agents volunteering to help other agents to succeed
and be treated fairly.
NASFA has been around for nearly half of State Farm’s
history. We have worked hard to protect agents, and
we will continue to do so in the future. But, we cannot
do this without your help. We need the help of every
member we have now to help NASFA’s legacy to grow,
and we need to grow our membership to ensure there
are members here to protect future generations of
agents. We hope that one day our membership numbers
22
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will grow to include every State Farm
agent — or that at least every State
Farm agent will know that NASFA
is an association of agents helping
agents.

Often times, once members obtain
the help their need, they let their
memberships lapse. But they are
forgetting the importance of their
participation and membership
dues. NASFA is solely funded by
membership dues. Your membership
keeps NASFA financially running. In some ways, NASFA
membership is a lot like insurance: It can seem like
a waste of money until you need the resources. And
unless you are a dues-paying member, you do not have
access to NASFA resources. In times of trouble, NASFA
membership tends to skyrocket, but the best time to
become a member is before you are in trouble so that
you have immediate access to our resources when the
time comes.
If you have benefitted from your NASFA membership at
all, I encourage you to keep paying your dues and help
pay the benefits forward. Also, consider inviting fellow
agents to join the association and to help us grow.
Lastly, remember to contribute to the legal fund. These
funds are separate from our membership dues and are
only used for legal aid toward court cases.

Image by VBlock via Pixabay
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agents without the insights and leadership of AA05
agents too. And, if State Farm decides to introduce
another contract down the road, AA05 agents should be
educated about NASFA’s previous work with State Farm
contracts to protect agents from more changes. There’s
a saying that those who do not learn from history are
doomed to repeat it. In NASFA’s case, we were able to
help agents when the AA05 contract came out. If the
next generation of agents does not learn from NASFA’s
history, they may not be as successful in protecting
themselves.

Be here for your fellow agents

One of the most rewarding aspects of my time as a
State Farm agent has been the past 12 years that I have
spent volunteering on the NASFA board. This tenure
has helped me grow as an agent and as a person. Every
agent who serves on our board volunteers their time
to help fellow agents. This experience has been very
rewarding for me — in fact, it has been even more
rewarding than I could have imagined. I have traveled
all over the country to meet agents
that I would not have come into
It feels so good to help
contact with otherwise. I learned of
situations that I would have had no
fellow agents find
idea were happening. These lessons
solutions, instead of just
made me not only a better agent
standing on the sidelines
but also a better person. It feels
and complaining.
so good to help fellow agents find
Volunteering certainly
solutions, instead of just standing
has been one of the best
on the sidelines and complaining.
moves I ever made.
Volunteering certainly has been one
of the best moves I ever made.
I wholeheartedly recommend this experience to others
too. We have never had an AA05 agent on our board.
We have many AA05 agents who are members, but
we could use their perspectives and influence on
our board too. In the not-so-distant future, the AA05
contract could be the only contract left as AA3/4 and
AA97 agents retire. NASFA cannot continue helping
Spring 2022

So, how about you? Are you
ready to step off the sideline and
work with us to propel NASFA
into the future? If you are on
the fence, give me a call at the
number on page 4 or email me at
char.gdza@gmail.com. I would be
happy to answer your questions
and talk through any concerns you
might have.

Election ballots are being planned
as you read this, and I would love to see at least five
AA05 agents step forward to join the board. If you are
ready to join the ballot, send me an email.
We need you. Agency needs you. With NASFA, you are
never alone, and we hope to keep it that way for at least
another 50 years with your help.
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The dangers of inflated
expectations
By Scott Grates, Contributor
Expectations. We all have them. So much is expected
of us as agents, and we expect so much from those we
work with. With our company’s national convention
right around the corner, our agency force has varying
levels of expectations. Will a big announcement be
made? Are there new products or services coming?
Where will our focus be heading into the next 100 years?
And I’m sure we’re all expecting great things from the
Garth Brooks concert!
We all have issues that matter to us most, and we’ve all
set mental bars regarding our convention expectations.
Personally, I learned during the 2016 national
convention that setting the expectations bar too high
around a single event is dangerous and oftentimes leads
to disappointment when that event is not able to jump
high enough.
Let me take you back to 2016. The location of the
national convention was Atlantis Paradise Island in the
Bahamas. That sounds amazing, right? I thought so too!
My wife and I planned to travel there with our kids, and
for close to six months leading up to this family and
work trip, I pre-created the most amazing memories in

my head. I had exceptionally high expectations.
Our three children were the perfect ages for this trip
— 11, 9 and 5. The pool scene with waterslides looked
incredible. The white sand beaches were going to be a
dream. I thought we would have fun in the sun all day
long, enjoy amazing food in the evening and rest in
luxurious accommodations in between it all. I could not
wait to embark upon this trip of a lifetime!
Then, the morning of the trip arrived. After waiting in
line for nearly an hour, the airline could not scan our
daughter’s passport. They needed to do it manually,
but it wasn’t working manually. Another 15 minutes
passed. A manager was called over, and then another
15 minutes passed. We still hadn’t reached the security
line, and now we were 30 minutes away from boarding.
Another manager was called in and then yet another
until they finally reached success. Then it was time to
sprint to the gate as the airline counter employee called
ahead to hold the plane. We were the last to board, and
we were greeted by plenty of death stares from seated
passengers. It was an annoying hiccup, but we made the
flight and were ready to head to paradise.
After landing in the Bahamas, we were told to leave our
luggage behind and hop aboard the shuttle and that
the shuttle staff would load everything for us. After two
long flights, we had to endure a 35-minute shuttle ride
with no air conditioning. We told ourselves it would all
be worth it once we hit the pool. Unfortunately, we hit
more snags when we arrived at the hotel. Our room still
wasn’t ready, and one of our suitcases never made it on
the shuttle. Of course, that was the suitcase with our
bathing suits. Our first day wasn’t going as planned, but
I knew we would rally and have fun anyway.

Image by Gratisography via Pexels
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A few hours later, we finally had a room! It wasn’t exactly
how I had envisioned it though. Wallpaper was falling
off of the wall; the toilet paper holder was placed on the
floor; and there was no balcony, but that might actually
www.NASFA.com
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have been a good thing because it
would have been right over an HVAC
system.

So, this is my
challenge for each
of you: Head into
this year’s national
convention with
realistic expectations.

Well, I was certain dinner would
be amazing, and we were starving.
Then we learned that you had to
make reservations in advance for the
quality restaurants. We didn’t have
reservations, so we were left with the
basic buffet, where we had to wait in another line for
45 minutes.

As entrepreneurs, we live by the
motto, “If it’s to be, it’s up to me!”
Regardless of the messaging you hear
at convention, once you return back
to your agency, it’s all up to you. What expectations do
you have for yourself and your team? Those are the most
important expectations to focus on.

I wish I could say the rest of the trip got better, but it
didn’t. Each morning, cruise ships unloaded thousands
of guests who took over the resort. There were no
chairs available at the pool, it was impossible to get a
single drink, and the kids had to wait in endless lines for
the slides. The entire trip was a complete disaster. The
highlight was finally getting back home.

Be realistic
Looking back on that trip six years later, I realized we
had set the expectations so high that there was no
way the trip could live up to them, even without the
numerous bumps in the road. Since then, our trips have
all gone smoothly, and I credit this to two main reasons.
First, I have learned to set realistic expectations. Second,
I started to research my trips a bit more to better
prepare us for trips. I wasn’t
going to be caught without
dinner reservations again!
So, this is my challenge for
each of you: Head into this
year’s national convention
with realistic expectations. It’s
only a few days to celebrate
a century of truly amazing
company achievements. There
will be parts you thoroughly
enjoy and moments that will
leave you scratching your
head. There will be things
you’ll hear that will make
you stand and applaud while
Spring 2022

others invoke frustrated groans.
As agents, we aren’t perfect. As a
company, State Farm isn’t perfect
either. Be prepared to take the good
with the bad. That’s realistic.

My suggestion for your convention trip would be for you
to rest, recharge and celebrate the incredible success
this company and its agency force has had throughout
the past century. Be proud of our relationship and
partnership with the company. Is it perfect? Of course
not — and sometimes it’s far from perfect. But in all
fairness, perfection should never be the expectation.
So, what is a realistic expectation? Continuous
improvement is. If the company and agency force both
commit to getting just a tad better every single day,
we’ll be an even bigger force to reckon with during the
next 100 years!

Tax Reduction Strategies for
the State Farm Agent
(ZOOM Program)

Brought to you by Bradford Tax Solutions

Wednesday, May 11, 2022
8:30 am-11 am PDT, 9:30 am-12 pm, MDT, 10:30 am-1 pm CDT, 11:30 am-2 pm EDT
NASFA – Agents Serving Agents
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New
			 Orleans

Mardi Gras World | Photo courtesy of Louisiana Office of Tourism

Ultimate New Orleans bucket list
By Mariah Hickman, Contributor
Editor’s Note: We hope you will join NASFA at our
annual conference, which will take place May 12-13,
2022, in New Orleans. While you’re there, take time to
enjoy the exciting culture and spirit of The Big Easy. Our
colleagues at the New Orleans convention and visitors
bureau — now known as New Orleans & Co. — have put
together this A to Z list of attractions for you to check
out during your stay.

A — Attend a festival
Known for Mardi Gras, New Orleans embodies a
celebratory culture. But, the fun is not limited to the
first couple months of the year. New Orleans is home
to a variety of festivals all year long. Just before the
conference, you can experience the New Orleans Jazz
& Heritage Festival, also known as Jazz Fest, on select
dates from April 29 to May 8 at Fair Grounds Race Course
and Slots. This music festival features 12 stages of jazz,
gospel, Cajun, zydeco, blues, R&B, rock, funk, African,
Latin, Caribbean, folk and other types of music that are
sure to keep you dancing. If you plan to stay in town
after the NASFA conference, you can join the Mid-City
Bayou Boogaloo, which takes place May 20-22. This free
music, art and food festival takes place on the historic
Bayou Saint John.
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Café du Monde beignets
Photo by Traveling Newlyweds and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.

B — Beignets
If you didn’t try a beignet, did you even go to New
Orleans? While Café du Monde is easily the most famous
spot, beignets can be found all over the city. Variations
of this fried dough goodness can also be found at Luca
Eats, New Orleans Coffee & Beignet Co., The Vintage,
Loretta’s Authentic Pralines, SoBou, Bouligny Tavern, La
Petite Grocery, Restaurant R’evolution and more.

www.NASFA.com
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C — Crawfish boil

E — Engage with locals

Seafood like no other! There’s nothing more New
Orleans than a crawfish boil. Host your own or grab a
few pounds from local favorites — either way, you can’t
go wrong. New Orleans & Co. recommends checking out
Frankie and Johnny’s, Big Fisherman, Cooter Brown’s,
Cajun Seafood, Superior Seafood, Melba’s Old School
Poboys, Bevi Seafood Co., Clesi’s Crawfish and Catering,
Boil Seafood House, Blue Crab or SoBou for your seafood
fix.

Hospitality in New Orleans is unmatched. Whether it’s
the front desk worker at your hotel or your server at a
restaurant, New Orleanians are always eager to strike up
a conversation.

F — French Quarter
Equally as historic as it is iconic, the French Quarter
is a must on any first-timer’s New Orleans bucket list.
Beyond the world-famous Bourbon Street, the French
Quarter is filled with history and charm that can’t be
duplicated. Make sure to stop by the French Market for
uniquely New Orleans finds and to meet the artisans
behind the handmade crafts.

G — Garden District
If you are interested in historic architecture, the Garden
District is the neighborhood for you. Extravagant
mansions and old cemeteries exude history. Wander the
area on your own or sign up for a Garden District tour.
Restaurants and shops can be found throughout the
neighborhood as well.

H — Hurricane from Pat O'Brien's
A first-time visit to New Orleans calls for a stop at Pat
O’Brien’s, home of the famous Hurricane. This signature
rum-based cocktail is both sweet and satisfying.

I — Irish Channel
Seafood boil
Photo by Todd Coleman
and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.

D — Dine around
With numerous James Beard Award–winning
restaurants and chefs, a wide range of globally
inspired cuisines, and homegrown Cajun and
Creole classics, the food scene in New Orleans
is top-notch. Dine your way through the city
from legendary establishments to trendy
bistros, but be sure to make reservations first.
Background image by Morgan Petroski via Unsplash
Jackson Square

The Irish Channel is filled with fun activities and
hangouts year-round. Any New Orleans visit can be
made better by a stop in this historic neighborhood,
which today is best known for its bar and brewery
scene and local bites.

J — Jackson Square
One of New Orleans’ most recognized attractions,
Jackson Square is a picturesque backdrop that
perfectly captures the magic of the French
Quarter. Experience it during the day or in the
evening — both are stunning.
Hurricane from Pat O’Brien’s
Photo by Paul Broussard and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.
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K — King Cake

N — Neighborhoods

Nothing says carnival in New Orleans quite like King
Cake. This seasonal sweet rolls out each year on January
6 and ends promptly the day after Mardi Gras. Within
the roughly month-long timespan, bakeries, grocery
stores and restaurants across the city are bustling with
patrons getting their fill. Visiting outside of Mardi Gras
season? No worries: A number of sweet shops take King
Cake orders year-round.

From the French Quarter to the Garden District and
the historic Treme to the Marigny, there are so many
neighborhoods in New Orleans to explore, each with its
own unique energy. Find off-the-beaten-path gems like
dive bars, beloved local restaurants, museums and more.

O — Outdoor activities
Plan at least one outdoor activity during your stay in
New Orleans, whether it’s alfresco dining, rooftop bar
hopping, biking, fishing or simply spending a day at a
park.

P — Pralines
Sweet, satisfying and oh so New Orleans, pralines are
sugary treats that are adored in the Crescent City. Opt
for traditional, or find some of the twisted takes like
praline bacon from Elizabeth’s or praline-filled beignets
from Loretta’s.

Q — Queen of Creole Cuisine
The iconic Mrs. Leah Chase will forever be known as the
Queen of Creole Cuisine. For more than seven decades,
she fueled a movement at her historic Treme-based
restaurant, Dooky Chase’s. Her legacy lives on in the
gumbo, famous fried chicken and okra that can only be
found at this historic restaurant.
Brass band
Photo by Chris Granger and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.

L — Live music
New Orleans is rich with live music, much of which you
can stumble upon just by walking through the French
Quarter. Visit www.neworleans.com to take a peek at its
Live Music Calendar to see who is playing during your
visit.

M — Mardi Gras Indians
Mardi Gras Indian culture is easily one of New Orleans’
most unique and fascinating customs. The Backstreet
Cultural Museum is the perfect place to learn more
about this deeply rooted tradition.
Pralines
Photo by Paul Broussard and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.
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R — Ride the streetcar
As cliché as it may seem, a ride aboard one of New
Orleans’ historic streetcars is the perfect way to sit
back, relax and explore the city on a budget. From the
Riverfront to City Park and all along St. Charles Avenue,
the streetcar takes you throughout New Orleans.

S — Super Krewes
Learn all about the Super Krewes of Mardi Gras with a
tour of Mardi Gras World. The museum houses floats
from years past, and you can get an up-close view of
them while learning the history behind the ultimate
New Orleans celebration.

T — Tours
With so much to explore and unlock in New Orleans,
a great way to navigate the city is with a guided tour
of the city. No matter what you’re most interested in,
there’s probably a tour made especially for it, whether
it’s cuisine, architecture, heritage and history, swamps,
or even cocktails. The choice is yours.

U — Unique shopping
Just as unique as the city, shopping in New Orleans
is sure to be filled with one-of-a-kind finds and fun.
Magazine Street is known for its darling boutiques and
antique shops, Canal Place is perfect for high-end luxury
items, and the historic Bayou Road is home to a number
of eclectic Black-owned businesses and shops.

V — Voodoo
Forget what you think you know about Voodoo. New
Orleans has you covered on the true history, customs
and culture that go into this sacred practice.

The National World War II Museum
Photo by Paul Broussard and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.

W — World War II museum
The National World War II Museum has been ranked as
a top museum in the world consecutively for several
years. Historic artifacts, musical shows, 4D movies and
interactive experiences will keep you entertained for
hours.

X — Xplorit virtual tours
Before you head to New Orleans, check out Xplorit
virtual tours at www.neworleans.com. Here you can take
an in-depth, immersive look at some of New Orleans’
famous attractions, including landmarks, restaurants,
hotels and more, to figure out what you want to see in
person on your trip.

Y — Yoga in the Sculpture Garden
Yoga might not be unique to New Orleans, but doing
downward dogs in City Park’s Besthoff Sculpture Garden
certainly is. Yoga in the park is just one of the many
offerings, attractions and activities that you can get lost
in around here. From the New Orleans Museum of Art
to the sculpture gardens and City Putt, there’s plenty to
experience at City Park.

Z — Zoo
The perfect outing for families, couples or just a group
of animal lovers is a trip to the Audubon Zoo. Lions,
lemurs, elephants and anteaters all call Audubon home.
Voodoo dolls
Photo by Zack Smith and courtesy of New Orleans & Co.
Background image by Kristina Volgenau via Unsplash | Bourbon Street

This article originally appeared on www.neworleans.com
and has been reprinted with permission from New
Orleans & Co.
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I hope you’re wearing your
work boots
By Bob Grunenwald, NASFA Vice President of Publications
I just spent two hours of my life cleaning out two horse
stalls. As I worked, I had plenty of time to think about my
future with State Farm —where the company is going
and where I’m going. I have heard from too many agents
who say that they plan to retire after the State Farm
convention in June after their 30, 35, 40 or more years of
service. After doing everything the company has asked
of them during those years, they now want to go out on
their own terms.
As I cleaned out the horse stalls, I thought about how
many times in the last 36 years I have had to clean up
State Farm’s droppings. I’ve had to clean up classification
messes when inheriting policyholders from a retiring
agent. Sometimes I found that auto policies were rife
with misclassifications regarding mileage, coverage and
principal operators.
I also remember cleaning up misclassifications
regarding fire coverage. Prior to ZIP code ratings, we
used to have three main classifications: Protection
Class 1-6 for residents in town or slightly out of town,
Protection Class 7-9 for addresses seven to nine miles
from the nearest responding fire department, and
Protection Class 10-11 for those farther away. These
addresses were considered an unprotected risk, and
our highest coverage rates would apply. I found that

policyholders who were 12-15 miles outside of town
were getting in-town rates.
ZIP code rating, which was instituted in 1994, attempted
to clean up this mess. Of course, agents had to clean it
up by updating our fire books of business and sending
updated insurance to value forms and new photos of
houses; detached structures; and wood-burning stoves,
which almost seemed to magically appear everywhere
because they had not been accounted for before.
The following three years were tough for both agents
and policyholders as premiums increased by as much as
20% every year as customers’ assets were reclassified. I
could see the venom in my policyholders’ eyes as I gave
them the bad news about rate increases.
At the same time, State Farm does not seem to be
cleaning up its own messes. In my 36 years as an agent,
I have seen State Farm roll out countless new products,
new programs, new marketing plans and new corporate
focuses. The leaders don’t seem to worry about the
messes these can create for agents, such as the lengthy
phone hold times and the headaches from navigating
the various computer systems. Instead, they just keep
saying, “Thanks for all you do,” and keep reminding us to
keep up the momentum.
There’s also an epidemic failure on the part of State
Farm to manage its team members. State Farm has a
tendency to put the most time and effort into its best
sellers — who make up less than 10% of the agency
force — while so many agents who are classified as
average or below average are brushed to the side. But
can you imagine how well the company would perform
in 2022 if all agents were as encouraged and motivated
by State Farm as the top sellers are? Instead, State Farm
is just using the same unsupportive approach it used in
2021, 2020, 2019, 2018 — you get the idea.

Image by Athena via Pexels
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Part of the problem is that State
So, how can you pull yourself out of
Bring
specific
examples
Farm does not know how to appeal
this mess? Take the opportunity of
and quantify the costs
to these agents, how to encourage
the national convention to talk to
them, or how to show respect and
of the problem you are management about the problems
gratitude for their many years of
you are having. If you can, bring
facing. Leaders tend
loyal service, whether they are top
specific examples and quantify the
to respond best to
performers or not. How many times
costs of the problem you are facing.
numbers
and
statistics.
has your passion for insurance
Leaders tend to respond best to
been rekindled after talking to your
numbers and statistics. How long
agency field specialist? It never has for me. State Farm
are you waiting on hold to talk to a claims specialist,
has 100 years of statistics, and it has never been more
and what does that convert to in money? How much
enamored with charts and analytics. Yes, insurance is a
time and money did a fumble by an untrained claims
business of statistics, but it’s also a business of people
specialist or underwriter cost you and the company?
and about people. Our leaders clearly have not gathered
the metrics or qualitative data about that because
If you’re connecting with a leader you didn’t previously
there’s still a huge disconnect between State Farm
know, get a business card or contact information and
management and agents, and agents are unhappy.
then follow up with them. Don’t let them brush you
aside with a vague excuse or a corporate spin on your
The first step State Farm leaders need to take to clean up
challenge. Keep checking in and reminding them that
this mess is relatively simple: Just ask. State Farm should
the problem is still ongoing and costing the company.
use the opportunity of the 2022 convention to ask all
Hold them accountable to the messes and frustrations
agents:
they are creating for you.
• What do you want the next 100 years to look like?
• What do you need to do your job better?
However, talking to State Farm management can be a
• How can we make your work easier?
daunting step. If you’re not ready for that yet, consider
• How can we help you please policyholders?
bringing your challenges to NASFA. Here are just a few
ways to connect with us:
On that note, it would be nice if State Farm showed
• Attend a webinar or virtual coffee klatch to
our policyholders some gratitude for their loyalty too.
ask questions and discuss your challenges
Our policyholders know that we agents are grateful for
with members and NASFA’s legal counsel, Bob
their business, but State Farm as a corporation should
O’Connor. (See “Tips from Bob” on page 5.)
show that it appreciates the support too, especially
• Join us at our annual meeting in New Orleans in
considering the number of other insurance options
May to connect with other members in person.
customers have.
(See page 7 for more information.)
• Email one of our board members or Bob O’Connor
The answers to these questions could help propel State
about your questions or concerns. You can find
Farm through the next 100 years and help all agents hit
our contact information on page 4.
new levels of sales and new heights of achievement —
as long as the leaders actually listen to the answers.
NASFA works hard to continue to offer a safe space for
agents to voice concerns, ask questions and learn from
other agents. If you need help, do not hesitate to reach
Step out of the muck
out. We are here to listen and help you work through
Realistically, State Farm won’t do this at the convention.
messes.
Instead, the leaders will show us their plans for the
future and expect us agents to rally behind them or hit
We look forward to seeing you in New Orleans and Las
the road. But it’s hard to rally and be motivated when
Vegas.
you don’t feel that State Farm listens or cares.
Spring 2022
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Take care of yourself before
you burn out
By Nancy Zacherl, NASFA President
Two years into the pandemic, it
shortages can drive us crazy. It
seems that everybody is still on edge.
is extremely rewarding when an
Common signs of
Companies around the country,
agent burnout include office runs smoothly, but all of the
including some agent offices, are
… hiding from clients effort to keep it running smoothly
facing staffing shortages, which leads
take a toll on many agents’ and
in the grocery store so can
to burnout among the employees
team members’ mental, physical and
their claims nightmare emotional health. Many agents are
we do have. Pandemic lifestyles have
isn’t broadcast
placed even more burdens on people,
having financial problems because
throughout
the
store.
who sometimes have to scramble
of increased expenses and staff costs
to find childcare alternatives or care
and lower income. I’ve received many
for elderly parents. Plus, people are
phone calls from agents who are
worried about their own health and the health of their
emotionally strained from dealing with all the issues and
family members. We are living in tough times indeed.
are on the verge of burnout. We work so hard to take
care of so many stakeholders’ needs, but we will not do
These days, everybody needs a little extra care. Even
them any good if we are burnt out. We have to make
since before the pandemic, agents have been playing
sure we take care of ourselves too.
the caretaker role by taking care of our teams, our
customers and our families. We are accustomed to
Know the signs of burnout
handling risks and emergencies, and our thoughts are
After all of the changes and stresses of the past couple
always on helping people. Now, we continue to do the
years, it can be hard to remember what normal looked
best we can to take care of everyone amid all of the
like or what it felt like to thrive. You might not even
stresses of pandemic life and the stresses of agent life.
be able to tell if you are thriving, surviving or barely
hanging on. Now, it’s more important than ever to be
The claims delays, new computer systems, confusing
able to recognize the signs of burnout so that you can
processes, long hold times for service and staffing
stop and take care of yourself.

Image by moritz320 via Pixabay
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Common signs of agent burnout include:
• Changes in eating and overall health habits.
• Extreme weight loss or weight gain.
• Anxiety, depression or mood swings.
• Banging the telephone when you get cut off after
waiting on hold for an hour or more.
• Yelling at the computer screen.
• Loss or lack of energy or overwhelming tiredness.
• Having trouble getting enough sleep.
• Sleeping too much.
• Mild forgetfulness.
• Trouble focusing.
• Blaming your team for the company issues and
www.NASFA.com
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•
•
•
•

delays when nothing gets accomplished even
though your team worked hard all day.
Not enjoying the activities you once did.
Anxiously awaiting happy hour.
Not looking forward to going into the office.
Hiding from clients in the grocery store so their
claims nightmare isn’t broadcast throughout the
store.

Psychology Today adds that burnout can manifest as
physical health symptoms like chest pain, shortness of
breath, heart palpitations, dizziness, headaches, fainting
and gastrointestinal pain. If you have these symptoms,
be sure to see a doctor too.
Image by Antoni Shkraba production via Pexels
If you aren’t having physical symptoms yet, it is
important to note that job burnout can increase your
chances of having high blood pressure, substance
while I listen to the hold music on speakerphone. It’s
abuse, type 2 diabetes and heart disease and increase
good for my health, and it makes me feel stronger.
your vulnerability to illnesses, according to Mayo Clinic.
Therefore, recognizing and treating your
It’s also very emotionally stressful to talk
burnout is vitally important. Your health
to an angry policyholder, whether on
Recognizing and the phone or in person. You hear their
depends on it.
treating your
frustrations and empathize, knowing that
burnout is vitally what they really are frustrated with are
Battling office stress
important. Your policies and procedures that are out of
I’ve found that I get the most frustrated
health depends your control and set by the company. Still,
when I am dealing with a company delay,
it’s not fun to be yelled at, and it’s easy to
on it.
a mistake that needs to be corrected or
take it personally.
a miscommunication by the company. I
recently did the math and realized there’s
After talking with a frustrated customer, take a moment
a really good reason for my frustration. If an average
to breathe, calm yourself down and reset. It can be
agency spends an hour fixing a problem and another
helpful to repeat a mantra while sitting up straight and
hour on hold or redoing regional goof-ups, that comes
taking deep breaths to clear your mind and recenter
out to about $40 an hour x 2 hours of unnecessary
yourself.
work x 16,000 agents x 260 working days a year. That
is $332,800,000. You read that right: nearly 333 million
Some calming mantras that I’ve heard are:
dollars a year wasted on ongoing problems that the
• I can do this.
company has not resolved.
• Keep calm and carry on.
• Things are not being done to me. They are just
Although it is tempting to sulk, slam things, and
happening.
complain and whine while I listen to repetitive hold
• One thing at a time.
music for hours while waiting to talk to someone who
• Progress is a process.
actually knows what they are doing, I have decided to
do something productive with my time on hold that
When you’re just generally stressed about work,
also helps me burn off some steam. I’ve been looking up
consider turning to some work humor. Check out the
exercise and dance videos online and doing workouts
“Dilbert” comics or read “Idiots at Work: Chronicles of
Spring 2022
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Workplace Stupidity” by Leland Gregory or “Surrounded
by Idiots: The Four Types of Human Behavior” by Thomas
Erikson. You’ll quickly see that you are not alone in your
struggles and maybe even get a good laugh out of the
— sometimes dark — humor.
You also can surround yourself with tasteful
motivational posters or quotes. Our editor-in-chief
told me she keeps a “Hakuna Matata” (which means
“No worries”) statue on her desk to perk her up on
tough days. You also could keep a photo of your family
on your desk, if you are comfortable with that, to
remind yourself why you work and push through your
challenges.
Other good burnout-relief exercises include:
• Doing yoga.
• Journaling.
• Adopting a fish or plant in your office.
• Opening your window curtain and basking in the
sunlight.
• Getting into a routine that reduces stress in other

•
•
•
•
•
•

areas of your life.
Eating a balanced diet.
Getting fresh air.
Starting a hobby that you enjoy.
Taking a vacation.
Taking time to address personal tasks that may be
weighing on your mind.
Spending more time with family or friends.

The most important tactic is to seek help. I can tell you
right now that you probably won’t get that help from
the company. If you feel like you need professional help,
please get it. Otherwise, if you want some camaraderie,
turn to NASFA members. NASFA creates safe spaces for
agents to share their stresses. We are a group of agents
helping agents, so we fully understand and empathize
with each other’s problems. Sometimes it is enough to
hear that you are not alone, but we also can burn off
steam together by releasing the stressful emotions by
talking them out.
We are here for you, and we care.

NASFA is growing!
Our membership is flourishing!
We need more volunteers to
continue to help us grow and
serve members like YOU!
Contact office@nasfa.com for more information or to volunteer.

The Gold Standard
by which all others are measured.
SIAA Member Agencies…

• Own their books of business.
• Experience transparency with commissions and profit sharing.
• Are independent, but never alone.
• Have agreement flexibility designed to grow with their agencies.
• Write $10.8 billion in Total Written Premium.
There’s a reason all the others compare themselves
to SIAA, contact us today for the truth.

info@siaa.com | siaa.com

The Original–The Biggest–The Best
Alliance of Independent Insurance Agencies.

